1. Species-specific diversification rates, or "tip rates", can be computed quickly from 10 phylogenies and are widely used to study diversification rate variation in relation to 11 geography, ecology, and phenotypes. These tip rates provide a number of theoretical 12 and practical advantages, such as the relaxation of assumptions of rate homogeneity in 13 trait-dependent modeling approaches. However, there is significant confusion in the 14 literature regarding whether these metrics estimate speciation or net diversification 15 rates. Additionally, no study has yet compared the relative performance and accuracy of 16 tip rate metrics. 17 2. We compared the statistical performance of three model-free rate metrics (inverse 18 terminal branch lengths; node density metric; DR statistic) and a model-based approach 19 (BAMM). We applied each method to a large set of simulated phylogenies that had been 20 generated under different diversification processes; scenarios included multi-regime 21 time-constant and diversity-dependent trees, as well as trees where the rate of 22 speciation evolves under a diffusion process. We summarized performance in relation to 23 2 the type of rate variation, the magnitude of rate heterogeneity and rate regime size. We 24 also compared the ability of the metrics to estimate both speciation and net 25 diversification rates. 26 3. We show decisively that model-free tip rate metrics estimate the rate of speciation and 27 not net diversification. Error in net diversification rate estimates is high and increases 28 dramatically as a function of the relative extinction rate. In contrast, error in speciation 29 rate estimates is low and relatively insensitive to extinction. Across all diversification 30 scenarios, BAMM inferred the most accurate tip rates and exhibited lower error than 31 non-model-based approaches. DR was highly correlated with true speciation rates but 32 exhibited high sample variance, and was the best metric for very small rate regimes. 33 4. We found that DR and BAMM are useful metrics for studying speciation rate dynamics 34 and trait-dependent diversification. Although BAMM was more accurate than DR 35 overall, the two approaches have complementary strengths. Because tip rate metrics 36 are more reliable estimators of speciation rate, we recommend that empirical studies 37 using these metrics exercise caution when drawing biological interpretations in any 38 situation where the distinction between speciation and net diversification is important. Although rates of diversification have traditionally been quantified for clades, there has 58 been a growing interest in estimating species-specific rates of diversification, which we refer to 59
Introduction 46
Rates of speciation and extinction vary through time and among lineages (Nee, Mooers & 47 Harvey 1992; Sanderson & Donoghue 1996; Etienne & Haegeman 2012; Jetz et al. 2012; Moen 48 & Morlon 2014; Alfaro et al. 2018) , contributing to dramatic heterogeneity in species richness 49 across the tree of life (Alfaro et al. 2009; Jetz et al. 2012; Barker et al. 2013) . By characterizing 50 variation in rates of speciation and extinction, we can better understand the dynamics of 51 biological diversity through time, across geographic and environmental gradients (Zink, Although rates of diversification have traditionally been quantified for clades, there has 58 been a growing interest in estimating species-specific rates of diversification, which we refer to 59
here as "tip rates". Tip rates are increasingly used to describe patterns of geographic and trait-60 associated variation in diversification (Freckleton, Phillimore & Pagel 2008; Jetz et al. 2012; 61 species-level molecular phylogenies may fail to recognize these events. This will lead to an 384 overestimation of terminal branch lengths, as some terminal branches potentially include 385 incipient species. A related bias might arise due to incomplete taxon sampling, which 386 disproportionately affects the length of terminal (or otherwise recent) branch lengths (Pybus & 387 Harvey 2000) . Likewise, variation in taxonomic practice across a phylogeny might lead to 388 spurious rate variation, particularly if different species concepts are used, or if some clades in the 389 phylogeny -but not others -have been subject to population genetic analysis or screens for 390 cryptic species diversity. Additionally, it has been shown that BAMM and other methods may 391 fail to infer accurate speciation rate dynamics if the phylogeny is in diversity decline -that is, 392 when extinction rates increase towards the present and ultimately exceed speciation rates 393 (Quental & Marshall 2011; Burin et al. 2018) . A major, if obvious, caveat in the interpretation of 394 tip rates is that they apply to recent speciation rates and are necessarily limited with respect to 395 inferences about historical variation in speciation rate. 396
The greater the importance of the terminal branches in tip rate metrics, the greater the 397 impact these biases might have on tip rate estimates. On one end of the spectrum, metrics such as 398 lTB will be very sensitive to such biases as they rely exclusively on terminal branch lengths. Figure 1 . Mean absolute error in l (top) and r (bottom) for three different tip rate metrics, across 639 a range of relative extinction rates. For BAMM, the estimated speciation and net diversification 640 rates are presented in the top and bottom panels, respectively. Absolute error of zero implies 641 perfect accuracy. Inset plots show error in l with truncated y-axis scale to facilitate comparison 642 among metrics. All tip rate metrics track l more accurately than they track r. See Figure S3 for 643 lTB, which performed much worse than the other metrics. Figure S1 . Details of the phylogeny simulations designed to evaluate the performance of the 720 four tip metrics in terms of speciation rate and net diversification rate. From the top row, it is 721 clear that when l is sampled uniformly with respect to e, the distribution of r is not uniform: the 722 mean, range and variance in r decrease dramatically as e increases. The reverse is true for the 723 distribution of l when r is sampled uniformly with respect to e (bottom row). Our simulation 724 design ensures that l and r are sampled from identical uniform distributions with respect to e and 725 ensures comparability of the resulting error estimates. (Table 1) . 792
The boxes and whiskers represent the 0.25 -0.75, and the 0.05 -0.95 quantile ranges, 793 respectively. Error in lTB generally increases with increasing rate heterogeneity, and this error is 794 almost two orders of magnitude greater than error in other tip rate metrics. 795 
